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**Investigation into shop fire begins**

Set intentionally in rear of store

By Alison Shattet Management Editor

"Next show will be in 15 minutes, folks," said a San Luis Obispo police officer from behind the police line, shining his flashlight through Et Cetera's charred skeleton Friday night.

Curious onlookers, on foot and in cars, continue to peer into the empty hull to be able to say, yes, they saw the remains of what could be known as the greatest empty hull to be able to say, yes, they saw the remains of what could be known as the greatest empty hull.

A fire of "suspicious" origins gutted Et Cetera of San Luis Obispo and The Party Exchange last Thursday night. Though there were no injuries, primary damages totaled $450,000. Second damages would have to be calculated to neighboring businesses were extensive.

At the fire scene there were conflicting reports of a man who ran into the building with a fire extinguisher. Some said he never came out. But Carla Oniffke, manager at Fanny Wrappers across the street, said, "He returned the fire extinguisher, because we have it up on their feet to exercise."

A Cal Poly student, the only student member on the California State University Board of Trustees, was the one who first reported the fire Wednesday in the board's decision to raise the student uni­versity levy to $730 a year.

"I realize the government is in a very precarious position because of Prop. 98, but I felt we should give adequate notification, so students would be able to plan nine months into their budgets," said John Sweeney, CSU trustee and Cal Poly civil engineering major.

The trustees were happy about the increased fee starting next year, because of Prop. 98. bud I felt we didn’t give adequate notice if people were in the building. He said the front window was just about to blow. He never did get the fried. Instead, Brown and her daughter headed home — safely, her daughter’s clothes and my clothes were all smoky. It smelled like we had been to a barbecue."

By Tara Glambalvo

"It’s important to lift the priority of greek row higher," City Council member Allen K. Settle also supports a greek row, but unlike Dunn, Settle continues to push for a row on campus.

"We should not give up on the idea of a greek row or student housing on campus," he said to the mostly opposed committee members.

Dustin said the fraternity/mes have worked 10 years to get a greek row, trying first to get one on campus. CSU Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds refused to allow fraternities to build houses on state land. At that time, Dustin said, "the chancellor made it very clear" she would not sell any land.

By Stewirt McKenzie

San Luis Obispo Fire Chief Mike Dolder cited six other fires in the county Thursday (two in Shell Beach, two in Atascadero, one in Arroyo Grande and another in San Luis Obispo) as possibly being linked to the Higuera Street blaze.

"The occurrence of seven fires on one day in the county is very rare," said Mike Dolder, right at the fire scene Friday.

**Poly trustee voted against fee hike, sites poor student notice**

By Cam Caufield Associate Editor

A Cal Poly student, the only student member on the California State University Board of Trustees, was the one who first reported the fire Wednesday in the board’s decision to raise the student uni­versity levy to $730 a year.

"I realize the government is in a very precarious position because of Prop. 98, but I felt we should give adequate notification, so students would be able to plan nine months into their budgets," said John Sweeney, CSU trustee and Cal Poly civil engineering major.

Sweeney made a motion to delay the increased fee starting date, however the motion failed.

The new fee will go into effect in September, and will increase the current fee of $684 a year to $750 a year.

Reports from the California State Student Association pro­tested the fee increase on Tues­day.

The CSBA’s protests and the Board of Trustees ‘ meeting would have been held in Long Beach.

"The protestors make you feel that students are there trying to participate and letting their feel­ings known to the board and the chancellor," said Sweeney.

"We should not give up on the idea of a greek row or student housing on campus," he said to the mostly opposed committee members.

Dustin said the fraternity/mes have worked 10 years to get a greek row, trying first to get one on campus. CSU Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds refused to allow fraternities to build houses on state land. At that time, Dustin said, "the chancellor made it very clear" she would not sell any land.

**Fitness expert energizes Poly**

Austin lifts Chumash to feet with exercise, diet tips

By Elizabeth Gillis Staff Writer

Thanks to lottery dollars, Cal Poly students got a four-minute revivizing workout in Chumash Auditorium Thursday night.

The lottery's Distinguished Visiting Scholars Fund brought fitness consultant Denise Austin to Cal Poly. She hosts her own ESPN­TV show called, “Getting Fit with Denise Austin” and is also a fitness consultant to NBC’s To­day Show.

And last week, she said her workout video sold more copies than Jane Fonda’s.

"If you're stressed or need to relax, then this mini-workout will be faced with if the fee hike was not implemented.

"Try not to go on starvation diets," Austin said. "They slow down the metabolism." Then she put a greek row, supportive of a greek row in the city, told committee members Thursday he was pleased with the subcommit­tee’s work.

"It's not only important that it becomes a part of the General Plan, but also that it becomes part of the county plan," he said.

By the time he came back, said Brown, smoke was already fill­ing the store. Brown, a teacher at Lopez High School in Arroyo Grande, said Reid thought he heard voices in the back. He wasn’t sure if people were in the building, said Brown.

The fire quickly gained momentum.

"If it was the same man," she said, "he returned the fire extin­guisher, because we have it."

"If you're stressed or need to relax, then this mini-workout will be faced with if the fee hike was not implemented."

"It’s important to lift the priority of greek row higher," City Council member Allen K. Settle also supports a greek row, but unlike Dunn, Settle continues to push for a row on cam­pus.

"We should not give up on the idea of a greek row or student housing on campus," he said to the mostly opposed committee members.

Dustin said the fraternity/mes have worked 10 years to get a greek row, trying first to get one on campus. CSU Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds refused to allow fraternities to build houses on state land. At that time, Dustin said, "the chancellor made it very clear" she would not sell any land.
We cannot silence opposition

By Verne Johnson

Imagine for a moment a society in which every member was allowed to believe exactly what he or she wanted, without others silencing, persecuting, blasphevoming or even criticising those beliefs. Imagine a society in which the respect for the views and way of life of others was so great that it was accepted, without question, by all members of that society.

Welcome to reality. This type of utopia unfortunately does not exist anywhere in the world. Furthermore, if such a society did exist, wouldn't some of the value of holding strongly to a belief or faith be lost in a world where faith wasn't challenged?

I sympathise strongly with the worldwide community of Muslims who recently expressed outrage over the challenge, and, yes, even blasphemy expressed in the book "Satanic Verses." Obviously, this is not a side effect of the "morning after pill": the facts are the facts.

Furthermore, I do not believe, as do some Muslims I have heard speak, that this work will further increase the already present distrust and bigotry expressed toward Muslims throughout the world. It is impossible to separate the issue of bigotry from ignorance, and no intelligent person will let his attitudes toward Muslims be affected by the publication of a fictional work, no matter how degrading to Islam it may be. However, people's attitudes may be swayed by the continuation of violence and outrage expressed against the author, the publishers and retailers who choose to sell the book.

I have heard Muslims say that their opposition to allowing blaspheming to the Prophet Muhammad is not to any aspect of Islam, runs as deeply as do the roots of the practice of free speech. This is not, however, justification for any of the actions taken by many Muslims, and especially the actions of the Ayatollah Khomeini. If this kind of logic were acceptable, we would all be acceptable for supporting free speech to issue a death warrant for Khomeni?

The Muslim world has indeed been challenged by the publication of Rushdie's book, and the eyes of the world are now focused upon them to see how they will meet the challenge. I encourage all Muslims to accept the challenge by engaging in intelligent debate, lawful and peaceful protests, or any other legal means of expression, as these are all guaranteed under the same set of rights that allowed the book to be published in the first place.

I hope that the Ayatollah Khomeini's beliefs to see this book for what it is, a work of fiction, and not even a very good work at that, but not worth having anybody killed for. Furthermore, I encourage all non-Muslims to remain open to the beliefs of others, and not base their opinions or judgements on the entire Islamic religion on the ravings of an agitated fanatic, far removed from the mainstream of world opinion. If you are interested in how members of the Islamic religion locally feel about this entire issue, ask them.

The Muslims I have encountered at Cal Poly have been very willing to discuss all aspects of Islam freely. If nothing else is ever produced by this entire controversy, one thing remains certain. The Ayatollah Khomeini has proven himself to be perhaps the most successful literary agent in history. The book "Satanic Verses" is now number two on the list of best sellers, and last night I shelled out $20 for a book that normally I wouldn't have tampered with.

Congratulations on transforming a two-bit novel into a collectors' item.

Verne Johnson is a political science major.
Firefighters attempt to get a handle on the blaze from the roof.

**FIRE**

From page 1 unusual," said Dolder. On the average, he said, 40 percent of the fires in this county are set intentionally.

"We've already determined that it (the Higuera Street fire) was an intentionally set fire," Greg Smith, a criminal investigator for the state Fire Marshal's Arson and Bomb Division, told the County Telegraph Tribune.

It has been determined that the fire began in boxes at the right rear of the building.

A county fire official is now investigating the seven fires as a whole and looking for any links, said Dolder. Fire officials are asking that anyone with information on the Higuera Street Tire put out in five minutes.

Cetera did not have a sprinkler system. Had it had one, said Dolder. Fire officials are asking that anyone with information on the Higuera Street Tire put out in five minutes.

"This fire will have no negative effect on the future of Farmers' Market," said Dolder. "It did not slow down response time."

See **FIRE**, page 12

A charred party plate is a sad reminder of Thursday's inferno.

San Luis Obispo began its mandatory sprinkler ordinance in 1984 for any new buildings of more than 4,500 square feet. Willis said Et Cetera's building was built in the early 1900s and that the ordinance is not retroactive. None of the businesses neighboring Et Cetera have sprinkler systems either.

"Right now, about 5 percent of the commercial structures in San Luis Obispo have sprinklers," said Willis.

And despite the Thursday night crowds, response time was not significantly affected, said Willis.

"We were not delayed by more than 15 or 20 seconds," he said.

Dolder agreed, saying that the store's entire stock would have been a loss.

Most of the businesses along that block of Higuera are renters. Angie Samana of Angie's Sordough, two doors down from the fire, said she thinks sprinklers would be a good idea.

"It was just scary waiting (to see what damage the fire might have caused)," she said.

D.K.'s West Indies Bar on Broad Street was recently required to have a sprinkler system put in, said owner Paul Ramsay.

The system cost somewhere between $17,000 and $20,000, said Ramsay.

The system cost somewhere between $17,000 and $20,000, said Ramsay.

San Luis Custom's

**STUDENT LUNCH SPECIAL**

For $4.95

- Salads & Entrees served with Garden Bread
- Sandwiches served with side of potato
- Additional Glass of Beer: $1

**HP INCLUDED**

SERVED MON-SAT

11:00 - 4:00

1023 CHORRO 544-5666

**San Luis Customs**

**AUTOBODY, PAINT & TINT SHOP**

QUALITY AUTOBODY & PAINT WORK

-FREE ESTIMATES-

INSURANCE WORK GLADLY ACCEPTED
WE STAND BEHIND ALL COLLISION REPAIRS

- Rust proofing & undercoating
- Quality 3M window tinting
- Ground effect kits available
- Free shuttle bus to school

541-4938

BUTTONWOOD INDUSTRIAL PARK
731 BUCKLEY RD. SLO

**Fast Eddie's**

"Good Fast Food"

Cheese burger, fries and a 16 oz. Pepsi only $2.99*

Hamburgers • Hot Dogs
Complete Soda Fountain
All Orders Can Be Made To Go

*with coupon, expires 4-7-89

447 Madonna Rd.
541-3278
Next to The Wherehouse
San Luis Obispo
Plan to publish Hitler's doctrine in Hebrew creates controversy

JERUSALEM (AP) — A Holocaust survivor's Hebrew translation of "Mein Kampf" has touched off a controversy over whether the book, which inspired the slaughter of 6 million Jews, should be published in Israel. Author Dan Yaron argued Sunday that a Hebrew edition of the Adolf Hitler's manifesto will educate young Israelis about the evils of the Nazi regime. Other Holocaust survivors say it should never appear on Israeli bookshelves.

So far, Yaron has not found a publisher.

"It's not easy to get someone to publish a book that is connected to Hitler," said Yaron, who spent the past 18 months translating the first volume of "Mein Kampf." "But 50 years after Hitler, we must be strong enough to look at who he was," said Yaron, who fled his native Vienna in 1938 after watching Nazi troops parade down the main street of the Austrian capital.

Yaron, a retired educator, said in an interview that young Jews should read "Mein Kampf" as a warning against racist ideology. He said, for example, that there were disturbing anti-Arab sentiments expressed by extreme right Israeli politicians.

"The new generation needs to know about the dangers that can occur," he said. "There are (Israelis) who promote racism." Yaron said the fact his parents were killed by the Nazis while trying to escape from Austria has strengthened his determination to see the book published in Israel.

"If people like my father... would have had the internal strength to read the book, they would have known, and things would have ended differently," he said.

Other Holocaust refugees vehemently disagree with Yaron, saying publication would stir deep emotion in a nation that was founded in part to shelter the survivors of the Nazi horrors.

If it is published, "there will be battles in the street," predicted Noah Klieger, a survivor of the Auschwitz concentration camp, who covers Holocaust affairs for the daily Yedioth Ahronoth newspaper.

"We need freedom of opinion, but there is a limit, and Hitler is the limit," he said in an interview. "The man who wrote this book destroyed — physically destroyed — a third of the Jewish people."

Stefan Grayek, president of the World Federation of Jewish Fighters, Partisans, and Camp Inmates, also opposes publication.

"Jews don't need to read about the worst anti-Semitism the world has ever seen," he said. "We don't need to revive Hitler, certainly not in Israel, definitely not in Hebrew."

Only Have Time For A Quick Break?... Don't Be Late!

50¢ OFF
ANY SIZE SANDWICH
(Limit: one coupon per person)

541-0955
1060 Osos St.

50¢ OFF
ANY SIZE SANDWICH
(Limit: one coupon per person)

541-0955
1060 Osos St.

2 SMALL SANDWICHES & 2 LARGE SODAS
(#4-24 only - in house only)
(Limit: one coupon per person)

541-0955
1060 Osos St.

Michel's threat to bomb Dante's tomb was a joke

RAVENNA, Italy (AP) — Police arrested a self-styled Dante scholar who allegedly threatened to blow up the poet Dante's tomb, but the man said his threatening letters were just a joke, police said Saturday.

A police investigation, speaking on condition of anonymity, said the letters from the man in Ravenna threatened to blow up the tomb because Dante supposedly had blasphemed the prophet Mohammed in his classic "Divine Comedy," written more than 650 years ago.

The retired merchant arrested Thursday admitted writing the threatening letters "only as a joke and had no idea all this fuss would have been created," the police official said.

Police were posted at the tomb after Ravenna Mayor Massimo Drago and a newspaper received letters last week attributed to a group called "Guardians of the Revolution."

The writer of the letters said Dante, in his classic "Divine Comedy," placed the founder of Islam in hell.

The investigator said authorities have not decided whether or not to charge the merchant, Vincenzo Strocchi, a self-styled Dante scholar.

Rushdie novel disrupts world diplomacy, trade

LONDON (AP) — The dispute resulting from Salman Rushdie's new novel goes far beyond an argument over ethics and theology. It has disrupted diplomacy and global trade, pitted Western notions of free speech against Islamic fervor, and added a frightening dimension to the issue of foreign hostages in Lebanon.

Unlike previous episodes in the West's rocky 10-year relationship with Iran, the crisis over "The Satanic Verses" seems to offer no room for compromise.

Whatever the economic stakes, no Western politician can afford to be seen condoning a murderous threat to artistic freedom. And no Moslem leader can be seen to condone a book that allegedly blasphemes Allah and Mohammed, his prophet.

Most Moslem countries are trying to show a united sense of outrage over the book, but most have banned it, but only Libya has supported the death sentence unequivocally.

Most Moslem governments balk at the death sentence, saying Rushdie should at least be tried by an Islamic court.

Britain has solid backing from its 11 European Economic Community partners but fears this solidarity may waver.

Countries as mutually hostile as India and South Africa have banned the book, Israel's chief rabbi has urged his country to ban it "so as not to strain Moslem-Jewish relations any further.

The Soviet Union must perform a delicate balancing act: it has been asked by the United States and Britain to intercede with Iran, but it is mindful of its own burgeoning Moslem population.

In India and Pakistan, with their large Moslem populations, anti-Rushdie riots have killed at least 19 people.

Western nations have universally denounced the death threat, and the EEC countries, along with Austria, Norway, Canada and Sweden, have withdrawn ambassadors from Tehran.

CHEMISTRY RESEARCH ASSISTANT
(Chemical Science)
Chevron Chemical Company, Ortho Agricultural Chemicals Division, has an opportunity for an individual to assemble chemicals and equipment for organic reactions. Requires experience in organic synthesis. BS in Chemistry highly desirable. Knowledge of recrystallization, high-pressure liquid chromatography, column chromatography and analytical equipment such as infrared and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy are essential.

Chevron Chemical Co., P.O. Box 4010, Richmond, CA 94804-0010 Attn: Ramona Dugan, EOE.

CHEVRON

NOMINATIONS ARE OPEN
UNTIL MARCH 15th

ASI OFFICERS & SENATORS
1989-1990

APPLICATIONS IN STUDENT LIFE & ACTIVITIES OFFICE

For New Members Only
Limited Membership

MALONEY'S GYM
Full of Excitement and...


3546 South Higuera #190
Poly sweeps two in CCAA

By Michelle Sorei and Laura Fawcett

Po'ly guns down competition with high caliber scores overall, and 4-0 in league play.

The sweeps leave the Mustangs with a 7-1 record overall, and 4-0 in league play.

On Friday, at Chapman, the Lady Mustangs won the first game 3-2, and the second game, 5-3.

On Saturday, the Mustangs headed for UC Riverside where three was the magic number, as they swept the game one up just on one run three hits.

The next day against Riverside was even better for Johnson, as she gave up no runs on four hits, and struck out nine batters. All totaled that's one run and five hits in 16 innings over the weekend for Johnson.

Michelle Sorei and Laura Fawcett also pitched well, as they both added complete game victories.

Sorei's win came in the second game against Chapman, as she pitched all seven innings, giving up three runs of those three, two earned, on seven hits, striking out four on four hits. Both of the Riverside batters scored in the first inning.

Last Thursday vs. Long Beach State, Lisa Boyer emphasized that the Lady Mustangs must keep their confidence up if they hope to win successful in league. Four complete games, one of which was a shutout, was one way of displaying intense, complete games, and, "It's quite good," she said. "The fact that we're winning by one run is giving up 2-0, I mean, that wouldn't do me any good. I thought I would do anything I could to keep playing myself, which is something I didn't want to do."";

In terms of offense, the Lady Mustangs led the scoring in the first inning against Chapman. Second baseman Cheryl Lutes opened up the inning with a triple, one of three hits for Lutes in the game. Lutes then scored when center fielder Kathy Jones followed with a sacrifice fly to center. The Lady Mustangs then scored the rest of the game until Chapman tied the game with a run earned, on Benjick. As for Fawcett, she pitched the first seven innings, giving up four hits, seven runs, seven singles, allowing and runs on four hits. Both of the Riverside batters scored in the first inning.

The Cal Poly Gymnastics team was named February's SUMAT Woman Athlete of the Month. As a freshman on the team, she is ranked fifth nationally and hopes to continue rising.

"With regionals coming up next week, we really have to do our best to beat our biggest competition, Seattle Pacific," said Travis. "Travis is currently ranked fifth in the nation in Division I competition and the team is ranked fourth.

“I’m really happy with her,” said head coach Tim Rivera. “It’s not too common to have a freshman ranked nationally, especially this soon. She’s excellent to work with and she’s a real solid performer.

Travis is a 19-year-old gymnastics major and came to Cal Poly because she liked the gymnastics program and Rivera’s reputation.

Cal Poly will be hosting the national competition and all members of the Lady Mustangs will be competing.

According to Harter, as she works on her strength by competing in the long, distance races, her specialty will only improve. In fact, both coach and athlete see her specialty evolving from the half mile to the 1,500 meters.

“With regionals coming up next week, we really have to do our best to beat our biggest competition, Seattle Pacific,” said Travis. "We're a lot of fundraising ourselves, I hope to stay with this for a while. It’s quite rewarding."

“Both Travis and (Mim) Phone should make it to Division I regionals,” said Rivera, "and if they do well in that, they’ll go on to Division I nationals."

Freshman balances national ranking

By Kathryn Brunello

Freshman Karen Travis of the Cal Poly women's gymnastics team was named February's SUMAT Woman Athlete of the Month. As a freshman on the team, she is ranked fifth nationally and hopes to continue rising.

After a slow start in the opening World-class picks Poly

By Rob Lorenz

"Anyway you are a world-class 800-meter runner, and you have been since the mid-to-late 1970s. You have been a national champion, and the native country's Olympic team in both the 800 and 1,500 in 1984, and you seem to be running as well as you ever have been. It would seem, then, that you are a threat to everyone." She gave up no runs on four hits, and she was even better for Johnson, as she gave up no runs on four hits, and struck out nine batters. All totaled that's one run and five hits in 16 innings over the weekend for Johnson.

At first she considered university in Texas, where she had competed as a track athlete for Cal State Fullerton, tells you how strong she had hoped.

At first she considered undergraduate in Texas, where she had competed as a track athlete for Cal State Fullerton, tells you how strong she had hoped. She came here as basically a sprint-oriented half-miler," said Harter. "We've changed that. ..." she said. "We're very limited in our approach here at Cal Poly as far as how much racing she does in her specialty," she said. "She's working a lot more on pure strength.

According to Harter, as she works on her strength by competing in the long, distance races, her specialty will only improve. In fact, both coach and athlete see her specialty evolving from the half mile to the 1,500 meters.

"I hated anything above 800 meters (when she came here), and I still don't love that much," said Colbeck. "Yet, I’ve improved my 1,500 and 3,000 time tremendously. I know really that..."

By Anthony M. Romero

The Cal Poly Gymnastics team won the first meet of the season Saturday night with a championship caliber score of 181.65, and the team's head coach said it's steady to challenge for the national championship.

“Everything has funneled into one little thing,” Coach Tim Rivera said. “It started with a big focus and now we're getting into the regular season and regionals and nationals coming up.”

The Mustangs defeated two regional opponents in Saturday's competition. Sacramento State was five points behind the Mustangs with 173.6 while the Mustangs dominated, winning all of the four individual events and the all-around.

For Karen Travis, consistency has quickly become a trademark of her young career. She won the all-around competition with a score of 36.55, tied for first on the beam, and placed second on the vault with a 9.85 and in the floor exercise with an 8.9. Travis also took third on the bars with a 9.0. She is currently ranked fifth nationally in the all-around.

The Mustangs as a whole showed their depth on the beam and the floor exercises with five Mustangs tying for first place in the two events. Kim Wells and Amy Rooden flipped their way to a 9.15 and a share of the winners circle in the floor exercise. They were joined by Travis and Theresa Bell in that event, who both tied for second.

Julie Bolen, Travis and Welth also shared beam honors, each scoring a 9.3. Rivera said the solid team scoring is due to the commitment from team members to put everything aside and focus on gymnastics.

"We're so geared at winning the team championship that everyone is starting to become each other," Rivera said. "They know they have everything it takes to win this thing and they know they have to win it as a unit."
March madness increases as NCAA tournament starts

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) — Georgtown, Arizona, Oklahoma and, surprisingly, Big Ten runner-up Illinois were made No. 1 seeds Sunday in an NCAA basketball tournament draw that reflected competitive balance and fewer home-area advantages.

Big Ten champion Indiana, which lost two of its last three games and dropped two during the season to Illinois, lost out on a chance to play the first two rounds at the Hoosier Dome in Indianapolis and was banished to the Western regional as the second seed.

Cedrick Dempsey, chairman of Big Ten champion Indiana, Monday, March 13, 1989 Mustang Daily

There is no question that at the top of the bracket, we have great parity," Dempsey said. "There are a number of teams capable of being in Seattle for the Final Four."

Eighteen teams with at least two wins over the No. 1 seed were made second seeds, the Blue Devils in the Southeast, Syracuse of the Metro and the Pac-10, the Tar Heels behind Oklahoma in the Southeast. Syracuse of the Big East was second seeded in the Midwest and Indiana out West.

COLEBROOK

From page 5

I don't have the pure basic speed to be world-class in the 800. I mean to be the world class the way I wanted to be; I could always run with those people. But I will have the strength and the speed combined to run a very good 1,500."

"Here, I get a chance to run a wide range of events," she said. "I get the chance to develop all aspects of my racing. I need to develop all parts, not just one event. I need to develop as an athlete."

After the collegiate season winds down with the nationals in May, Colebrook will head over to Europe to compete against international competition from June through August. Although she'll be competing against a higher caliber of competition, she doesn't see that as any more important than running on the collegiate level.

"It's very important," she said. "I just enjoy running. No matter where. But that's the icing on the cake, when you can go to those kind of places and you get invited by the meet promoters to run in these meets. I always try hard, and I always make it a good race. I think that's the icing on the cake when you can go to those meets and run against the best people in the world, and have that kind of competition. But it's also good to get the lower division competition, because that's when you can experiment with racing plans and strategies, and different races themselves. You can experiment and try different things out to see where you're at. If you just went into big competition all the time, that gets a little tedious, because it's a lot of pressure and a lot of stress. You can't do that week after week."

From page 5

against Riverside, the Lady Mustangs overcame a two-run deficit, as they scored a run in the second and fifth, and the winning run in the seventh.

After the weekend's final game, the Mustangs scored all three runs in the third, and that was all they needed, as Johnson pitched the shutout. DH Lori Peterson brought in two with a double, and Cole brought in the other run.

"Defensively we were near perfect. We mentally played sharp the entire weekend," said Boyer. But she noticed some problems with the Lady Mustang offense.

"As a team, they are doing much better at getting themselves on base, but we are still leaving too many runners on base," Boyer said. The Lady Mustangs stranded 13 runners in the first game, and six in the nightcap against Chapman. Another nine runners were left on base in the second game against Riverside.

Save up to 50% of the Suggested Retail Price on Apple Peripherals

Welcome to the "Apple Pays Half" Offer, a unique opportunity that will allow you to save up to 50% on Apple-branded peripheral products. Your savings will depend on the number of qualifying systems you purchase and the maximum rebate allowance for each system.

Mac IIx HD40/80 (w/monitor)...$5199
Mac II CPU (w/monitor)...$2999
SE w/2 floppy disk drives...$1999
SE HD 20...$2399
keyboard...$100
extended keyboard...$170

Offer ends 3/31

El Coral Bookstore
756-5311

Apple credit available
purchases limited to full-time students, faculty, and staff
State

FBI says device used to bomb San Diego van was non-military

SAN DIEGO (AP) — The FBI said Sunday the device used to blow up a van being driven by the wife of a Navy captain who mistakenly ordered the downing of an Iranian airliner was a non-military device, possibly homemade.

Capt. Will Rogers III, commander of the USS Vincennes, and his wife, Sharon, have been in seclusion since Friday, when the van being driven by Mrs. Rogers exploded as she went to work. They escaped the blast.

The couple returned home briefly Saturday afternoon, presumably to collect belongings.

He refused to disclose more of what the FBI's investigation had found and also declined to comment on an Iranian newspaper editorial which blamed the FBI for the bombing, saying it was engineered to provoke anti-Iranian sentiment in the United States.

"Apple grows responsive to that at all," he said.

Capt. Rogers had driven the van earlier Friday for a regular run to a nearby donut shop and felt he may have been the target of the bombing, said Sen. Pete Wilson, R-Calif., who talked with the captain.

The FBI said the blast at UC Berkeley was "an improvised exploding device, that would have been a pipe bomb."

He refused to say where it was being kept.

Thomas Hughes, agent in charge of the San Diego FBI office, said Saturday the agency faced a "random attack.

"A pipe bomb would fit into that generic family," he said, adding the device may have been "an improvised exploding device, that would have been a pipe bomb."

Government sources said the possibility of terrorism was being investigated. Officials confirmed the bomber had threatening letters calls about the missile strike on the airliner.

The Van, driven by the van earlier Friday for a regular run to a nearby donut shop and felt he may have been the target of the bombing, said Sen. Pete Wilson, R-Calif., who talked with the captain.

subject of kidnap attempt

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Despite an unsuccessful kidnap attempt, both police and the parents of 12-year-old Abiah Folger, heir to Folger's fortune, escaped the blast.

The abduction try occurred at work at the University City intersection where the van exploded. The van was taken away Saturday evening, but Riehl refused to say where it was being kept.

Thomas Hughes, agent in charge of the San Diego FBI office, said Saturday the agency faced a "random attack.

"A pipe bomb would fit into that generic family," he said, adding the device may have been "an improvised exploding device, that would have been a pipe bomb."

Government sources said the possibility of terrorism was being investigated. Officials confirmed the bomber had threatening letters calls about the missile strike on the airliner.

The Van, driven by the van earlier Friday for a regular run to a nearby donut shop and felt he may have been the target of the bombing, said Sen. Pete Wilson, R-Calif., who talked with the captain.

LA schools ban apples for safety

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Cafeterias at the nation's second-largest school district will stop serving apples to students next week in response to a report finding a cancer risk to children from pesticide residues on the fruit.

The ban includes any apples consumed, including juice, pie and applesauce, said Los Angeles Unified School District officials.

The district's 392,000 students eat more than 5 million apples each year, second only to the New York City school district, where students gobble down 13 million each year.

New York schools enacted a similar ban last week.

The bans in Los Angeles and New York followed the release of a report by the National Resources Defense Council, which said the pesticide Daminocide could increase the incidence of cancer in children.

Daminocide, sold under the brand name Alar, is applied to apples to maintain firmness and resist bruising. Alar cannot be peeled off or washed away.

The couple returned home briefly Saturday afternoon, presumably to collect belongings.

He refused to disclose more of what the FBI's investigation had found and also declined to comment on an Iranian newspaper editorial which blamed the FBI for the bombing, saying it was engineered to provoke anti-Iranian sentiment in the United States.

"Apple grows responsive to that at all," he said.

Capt. Rogers had driven the van earlier Friday for a regular run to a nearby donut shop and felt he may have been the target of the bombing, said Sen. Pete Wilson, R-Calif., who talked with the captain.

TAKE CARE

"Too Much Privacy?"

Most college students would agree that there is no such thing! That's why Mustang Village is offering you the ultimate in independent living... your own apartment!

Our private studios start at an affordable $350 a month, so now you won't ever have to deal with roommates again! In college, privacy is one good thing you just can't have too much of, and Mustang Village has it. You can too!

PRIVATE STUDIOS

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — As part of an out-of-court settlement, Stanford University agreed to pay $200,000 to a former employee who blew the whistle on toxic hazards and safety mishandling on campus.

The former employee, Jon Moldenstad, 40, filed a lawsuit last year in Santa Clara County Superior Court.

He charged that he was forced to resign as a campus health and safety inspector in December 1987 in a coverup of alleged toxic regulation violations.

His charges led to two investigations of conditions at 10 campus laboratories, following his decision to quit his job as inspector.

Stanford president Donald Kennedy, in a letter made part of the settlement announced on Thursday, hailed Moldenstad for "all you have done to improve safety at Stanford University.

As part of the settlement, Stanford denied any liability in the case.

Moldenstad agreed to drop his suit against the university and SRK International, which did one of the investigations.

Investigators had concluded that there was waste management in Stanford's Health and Safety Department, and inadequate controls of hazardous chemicals on campus.

However, no evidence of a coverup was found.

Following the investigations, Stanford ordered a shakeup of Stanford health and safety administrators.
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Ruling Afrikaner church calls apartheid a sin’

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) — The main church of ruling Afrikaners has declared apartheid a sin and asked forgiveness for its long support of the racially discriminatory system.

“We confess with humility and sorrow the participation of our church in the introduction and legitimation of the ideology of apartheid and the subsequent suffering of people,” said the white Dutch Reformed Church.

The black and mixed-race Dutch Reformed Churches welcomed the most explicit condemnation of apartheid made by their white mother church but said it also must work to destroy the system it helped create.

President P.W. Botha and virtually his entire Cabinet are among congregants of the repenting church, which probably is Afrikanerdom’s strongest single unifying factor.

“(Apartheid) cannot be accepted on Christian ethical grounds, because it contravenes the very essence of reconciliation, neighborly love and righteousness,” the white church said.

It made the statement late Friday after a weekend meeting between white, black and mixed-race church leaders in Vereeniging, 38 miles south of Johannesburg.

“It is encouraging that there are ministers in the white DRC that call for fundamental and comprehensive changes,” said a DRC official, who spoke on condition of anonymity.

---

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Bush administration has shifted gears and put forward a new plan to deal with Latin America’s debt crisis — one that envisions major reductions in the billion-dollar dollar debt burden.

The proposal, unveiled Friday by Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brady before an audience of international bankers, members of Congress and leaders of international lending institutions, is getting generally positive reviews.

Brady called for a “great cooperative effort” among all nations to solve the 7-year-old debt problem.

“Our objective is to rekindle the hope of the people and leaders of debtor nations that their sacrifices will lead to greater prosperity in the present and the prospect of a future unclouded by the burden of debt,” Brady said.

The plan marks a shift from Reagan administration policy under the so-called “Baker Plan,” which opposed writing off the obligations of the debtor nations.

The plan, devised in 1985 by then-Treasury Secretary James A. Baker III, now secretary of State, suggested a voluntary increase in loans by the commercial banks in return for basic economic reforms by the debtor nations.

Instead, the new proposal endorses voluntary efforts on the part of commercial banks to forgive part of the $400 billion they are owed by the largest debtor countries, such as Mexico, Venezuela and Brazil.

And to encourage the banks to forgive portions of the debt, the administration is calling on the 151-nation World Bank and its sister organization, the InternationaH Monetary Fund, to help provide guarantees for the remaining debt owed by the poor countries.

A frequent critic of the Reagan policy, Sen. Bill Bradley, D-N.J., termed the new proposal “a significant change of direction.”

He warned, however, that it would have no chance of success unless the administration invests in the IMF and World Bank “to make the program work the way it is supposed to work.”

Foreign reaction was also generally favorable, with Japanese Finance Minister Tatsuo Murayama telling reporters in Tokyo that the his government welcomed the Bush initiative and pledged an unspecified amount of financial backing.

The United States is counting on Japan to recycle a portion of its huge trade surpluses into support for Third World countries.

President Bush had asked Brady to review the former administration's debt policy.

Last week's riots in Venezuela, one of the most politically stable democracies in Latin America, added some urgency to the issue.

More than 300 people were killed in disturbances that erupted after President Carlos Andres Perez announced new austerity measures that did not satisfy international creditors.

The Morgan Guaranty Trust Co. estimated that the foreign debt of the 15 principal borrowers from 10 Latin American countries, rose to $505 billion last year, with interest the countries had to pay totaling $42 billion.

The debt owed by all Third World countries totaled $1.32 trillion at the end of 1988. The average annual interest payment on the $110 billion owed, followed by Mexico with $107 billion owed.

---

Ships collide spill oil into canal

PANAMA CITY, Panama (AP) — Two large cargo ships collided near the Pacific Ocean entrance of the Panama Canal and as much as 200 tons of combustible oil spilled into coastal waters, authorities reported Saturday.

Jose Reyes, operations director for the National Port Authority, told The Associated Press that the collision disrupted normal canal operations and closed one of the Probobravo's oil tanks was ripped open, he said.

He said he did not know if the spill had damaged marine life or what effect the spill had not affected traffic in the 50-mile-long waterway. An estimated 300 ships pass through the canal daily.

---

Surfer killed by shark at popular Australia beach

ADELAIDE, Australia (AP) — A surfer was killed after a shark dragged him from his board, police said Friday.

Police said the injured surfer died as he floated 200 yards to the beach. The attack came as the two men surfed off Waitpinga Beach, 50 miles south of Adelaide, just before dusk Thursday.

Police said the victim, 27-year-old Matthew Skalski, was dragged by the shark and had not resisted.

South Australian waters are notorious for shark attacks. In October, a shark dragged a teenager from his surfboard but the boy escaped by punching the shark on the nose.

He needed more than 110 stitches for wounds to his leg.
**WASHINGTON (AP) —** The Senate, burned by the bitter partisan struggle over the nomination of John Tower as defense secretary, is moving with lightning speed on the selection of Dick Cheney, both Democrats and Republicans predicting quick confirmation.

Almost as soon as President Bush announced his choice Friday, Sen. John Warner, ranking Republican on the Senate Armed Services Committee, consulted with Sen. Sam Nunn, the chairman, and told reporters hearings on the nomination would begin this week.

"They will probably be related to policy issues and thereafter the issues of background and financial data will follow and as soon as that material is completed, the committee will complete its actions and send the nomination to the floor," said the Virginia senator.

**Study: poverty worse, escape less likely**

WASHINcTON (AP) — Poverty in America's cites has grown more persistent and concentrated over the last two decades and its victims have less chance of escape, according to a report by the National League of Cities.

The study describes a changing face of poverty since 1970, with the nation's poor more likely now to live in metropolitan areas and concentrate in low-income neighborhoods.

It said the proportion of children living in poverty has increased and the likelihood of people climbing above the poverty level has declined.

"Poverty in cities is changing in quality and intensity," the report said. "It is more persistent among particular households, more concentrated within particular neighborhoods, and more isolated from traditional avenues of escape."

The league released its report, "Poverty in Cities," as nearly 1,000 municipal leaders gathered in Washington for the organization's annual winter meeting, which runs through Tuesday.

"Both the figures and the trends are alarming," Alan Beals, executive director of the National League of Cities, said in releasing the report.

"Such conditions are devastating for those caught up in it, especially children," Beals added.

Whatever the undercurrents of resistance, Bush and Senate Republicans were talking quick confirmation of the 48-year-old Cheney, a six-term conservative congressman from Wyoming who served as White House chief of staff during the Ford administration.

As minority whip, Cheney is No. 2 in the House Republican leadership structure.

"I believe this will go very fast," Bush said in announcing the nomination. "I believe we will have smooth sailing."

The president said Friday he would order the FBI to speed up its background checks to get the nomination moving.

"Too much time has been wasted here," he said.

GOP members of the Armed Services panel said they did not foresee any roadblocks to confirmation and there was nothing from Democrats to challenge that assessment.

"I do not know what possible skeletons could exist in that closet," said Republican Sen. Malcolm Wallop, a fellow Wyoming politician.

Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell of Maine said he "was pleased that President Bush has moved quickly" and added that Cheney "has served with distinction in the U.S. House of Representatives since 1978."

Unlike the twice-divorced Tower, Cheney has been married for 28 years — to Lynne Vincente of Casper, Wyo. She is a well-known Washington figure herself, currently as head of the National Endowment for the Humanities.

Cheney is on the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence and was a member of the House panel investigating covert arms deals with Iran.

**MAD MONDAY QUIZ**

WHAT'S WRONG WITH THIS PICTURE?

THESE PEOPLE ARE:

A) MAKING PIZZAS ON THE CEILING
B) TESTING THE LAW OF GRAVITY
C) MAKING PIZZAS AT WOODSTOCK'S

DURING MAD MONDAY!

**WOODSTOCK'S**

(The RIGHT answer every time!)

1015 Court St. 541-4420

**WOODSTOCK'S**

One small pizza with one topping and 2 free softdrinks

$6.14

OR

Large pizza with one topping and 2 free soft drinks!

$8.89

one coupon per pizza

Good Monday Only 3/13/89
This is all you need to apply for the Card.

With Automatic Approval, it’s easier to qualify while you’re still in school.

Become a Cardmember. Fly Northwest $99 roundtrip. As a student Cardmember you will be able to enjoy an extraordinary travel privilege: fly twice for only $99 roundtrip to any of the more than 180 Northwest Airlines cities in the contiguous United States (only one ticket may be used per six-month period). And, of course, you’ll also enjoy all the other exceptional benefits and personal service you would expect from American Express. Apply now by calling 1-800-942-AMEX. And then you can really go places—for less.

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX

[Restrictions apply, see details on website. 1989 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.]
AUSTIN
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body better ability to process fats.

She said exercise must be done at least three weeks a week for 20 minutes. She said every community should be kept at a fast rate as well, which helps increase the metabolic rate.

She said that doing stretches can do a little warming up even before doing sit-ups. "In place, run up and down stairs," she advised. Her projection for fitness fads of the future is fitness home centers. “It’s a $3 billion a year industry,” she said, adding that people want exercise to be convenient or they won’t do it.

For Deukmejian, who are thinking about joining a gym, “make sure it is going to be a good gym,” she said. “You’ll find too many exercises not to get there if it’s not convenient or they won’t do it.”

During a question and answer period, Austin said playing tennis can only be a good workout if you are a good player. She should know — her sister-in-law is former tennis pro Austin. She said “(She) can get a good workout playing tennis, where a beginner…she’s really good.”

She said being in shape, staying in shape, her parting words were, "Keep Fit!"

Private sex clubs are back in business

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Even as the battle against AIDS rages in the gay community, private sex clubs have made a comeback and members appear to be ignoring the risks associated with unsafe sex, according to a published report.

Although the exact number of such clubs is unknown, gay newspapers advertise the private clubs that charge a $1 admission fee, the San Francisco Chronicle reported in Friday editions. Most clubs are converted apartments or are located in back rooms of porno-video arcades and bookstores.

Health department officials acknowledged Thursday that some private clubs offering unsafe sex have reappeared, but they displayed the size of the problem.

"It’s true that there is a tiny, very tiny portion of people for whom high-risk sexual behavior is still a pastime," said Tom Peters, associate director of the San Francisco Department of Public Health. "I can’t honestly say we’re monitoring places, but we’re doing some policy discussions now as to what actions we should take."

Five years ago, the city closed 14 gay bathhouses and clubs in an effort to halt high-risk sexual activity. But no laws regulate the clubs, and the 1984 closure was limited to specific businesses named in a civil suit.

The article referred to four of these clubs, and of which were visited by the reporter.

SACRAMENTO (AP) — Gov. George Deukmejian on Saturday named appeals court Justice Joyce Kennard to the California Supreme Court, citing her "remarkable life of achievement and triumph." Although Deukmejian had been expected to name a woman to fill the seat of retired Justice John Arguelles, the selection of Kenny, 52, came as a surprise. The favorite had been San Diego appeals court Justice Patricia Beaven.

Kennard also is the first person of Asian heritage to be named to the state Supreme Court.

Kennard was appointed earlier this year in the Japanese-occupied Dutch East Indies and emigrated to Los Angeles in 1940 at the age of 20, working as a secretary for seven years before she was able to go to college.

"Justice Joyce Kennard has proved that hard work, skill and intelligence, combined with the promise of the American dream, can lead to outstanding achievements," Deukmejian said in announcing the appointment in his weekly radio address.

Kennard is the second woman appointed to the Supreme Court. Former Chief Justice Rose Bird, named by former Gov. Jerry Brown, was removed from the court by voters in 1986. Former Gov. Edmund G. Brown appointed her in an unexpected Saturday appointment.

Kennard, who lives in Sherman Oaks, has been an associate justice with the 2nd District Court of Appeal in Los Angeles since March 1981. Deukmejian appointed her to the Los Angeles Municipal Court in 1986 and to the Superior Court in 1987.

She was senior attorney for the 2nd District Court of Appeal from 1975 to 1986 and was a deputy attorney general before that.

"I don’t know her personally very well, but from everything I hear she’s very well qualified,” Supreme Court Justice Marcus Kaufman told reporters.
FIRE
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Business Improvement Association in coordination with the police managed the crowd for us. BIA administrator Dodie Williams, representing the group that organizes Farmers' Market, estimated that the streets were entirely cleared within 20 minutes. "Apparently, Farmers' Market on the upper end of town kept right on going," said Williams. "People were quite comfortable" with how it was handled, she continued, "and there wasn't a panic."

Aside from the accumulation of people at Chorro and Marsh Streets, she said, "the crowd was very orderly, with only a few curiosity seekers."

The BIA volunteers communicated via walkie-talkies that were on a different frequency than those of the police and fire personnel. However, said Williams, the BIA has decided to buy a bullhorn in case of similar emergencies in the future. "If we had had one at several points, it could have helped," she said.

Student input sought

Impressed by student efforts to get a greek row included in the city's General Plan update, city planners will hold a special public forum for students to voice their housing recommendations. A series of public forums, held in recent months, were largely unattended by students. Formal hearings on the updated plan are scheduled for summer.

Since many students leave town for the summer, City Planner Gary Price at Thursday's Student/Community Liaison Committee meeting suggested a special forum, co-sponsored by the city and ASI, to be held before the end of spring quarter. Jeff Schumacher, vice chair of the committee, is pleased with the special concession to students because three or four students have complained to him about the inaccessibility of the hearings. Those students who do not show for the forum, he added, have no right to complain about city housing.

Mayor Ron Dunin gave a thumbs-up sign to student participation in the General Plan update. "Students are beginning to be more cognizant about the city," he said. "It's much easier to deal with the informed person."

A date has not yet been set for the special forum.

— Tara Gianbalvo

LIAISON

From page 1
Settle said Reynolds probably refused because of the liability. By annexing the state land to the city, he said, city agencies would be responsible for such services as police and fire.

It is time to make another request for university land, Settle said, because the chancellor and trustees are seeking growth for the university. A greek row should be part of the state university system's growth policy, he said, because housing is a major factor in Cal Poly's growth capacity.

Committee members said they will continue to consider land in the airport annex by Los Osos Valley Road as the likely greek row site, as well as come up with a definition for the General Plan.

Correction

First Farwest Insurance Companies have gone into receivership without formally filing for bankruptcy. President and CEO of the companies recommended that proceedings begin, but the companies are currently being operated by the Oregon Department of Insurance and Finance. The Mustang Daily regrets the error.

DEAD WEEK

ATTENTION CAL POLY!

Please be advised of the following definition:

DEAD: Lacking positive qualities such as warmth, vitality, interest, brightness or brilliance.

The residents of Valencia Apartments have expressed concern about the awareness level among Cal Poly professors regarding the meaning of dead week.

GOOD LUCK ON "DEAD" WEEK!!

555 RAMONA DR. 543-1450
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